Abstract-The aim of the present work is to address the closure problem for hemodynamic simulations by developing a flexible and effective model that accurately distributes flow in the downstream vasculature and can stably provide a physiological pressure outflow boundary condition. To achieve this goal, we model blood flow in the sub-pixel vasculature by using a nonlinear 1D model in self-similar networks of compliant arteries that mimic the structure and hierarchy of vessels in the mesovascular regime (radii 500À10 lm). We introduce a variable vessel length-to-radius ratio for small arteries and arterioles, while also addressing non-Newtonian blood rheology and arterial wall viscoelasticity effects in small arteries and arterioles. This methodology aims to overcome substantial cut-off radius sensitivities, typically arising in structured tree and linearized impedance models. The proposed model is not sensitive to outflow boundary conditions applied at the end points of the fractal network, and thus does not require calibration of resistance/capacitance parameters typically required for outflow conditions. The proposed model convergences to a periodic state in two cardiac cycles even when started from zero-flow initial conditions. The resulting fractal-trees typically consist of thousands to millions of arteries, posing the need for efficient parallel algorithms. To this end, we have scaled up a Discontinuous Galerkin solver that utilizes the MPI/ OpenMP hybrid programming paradigm to thousands of computer cores, and can simulate blood flow in networks of millions of arterial segments at the rate of one cycle per 5 min. The proposed model has been extensively tested on a large and complex cranial network with 50 parent, patient-specific arteries and 21 outlets to which fractal trees where attached, resulting to a network of up to 4,392,484 vessels in total, and a detailed network of the arm with 276 parent arteries and 103 outlets (a total of 702,188 vessels after attaching the fractal trees), returning physiological flow and pressure wave predictions without requiring any parameter estimation or calibration procedures. We present a novel methodology to overcome substantial cut-off radius sensitivities.
INTRODUCTION
The field of computational hemodynamics has undergone great growth in the last 20 years, producing more reliable mathematical models, utilizing modern computer architectures for parallel simulations, and allowing for high fidelity simulations in computational domains reconstructed from patient-specific medical imaging data. 12, 23, 28 While simulations have significantly pushed the boundaries of problem size, performing full scale blood flow simulations on the human arterial network remains intractable hence the need for formulating a proper closure problem for simulations in truncated domains. It is a common practice to reconstruct blood vessel network from medical images covering a particular region, where the resulting models capture only relatively large vessels and additional modeling is required to account for hemodynamics in the truncated vasculature. Specifically, in this article we focus on modeling outflow boundary conditions for simulations in arterial networks with multiple outlets.
Generally speaking, there are two options to properly truncate the computational domain (a) use flowrate and/or pressure measurements to directly impose patient-specific data at the outlets, i.e., avoid modeling the truncated arterial tree; and (b) use low-dimensional models to simulate the flow in the truncated domain. Clearly, in the absence of clinically measured data one has to resort to modeling. Ideally, closure models should be based on sound assumptions with respect to the physics of the problem, be as free as possible of parametric sensitivities, and be fast to solve. In the following we review the current closure models and point to their advantages and limitations.
The widely used simplest representation of the subpixel vasculature comes from zero-dimensional (0D) lumped parameter models. This approach consists of additive combinations of electrical elements, such as resistors R, capacitors C and inductors L, that aim to capture the effective resistance and compliance effects of the neglected arterial networks. 1, 23 The main advantage of this approach is its implementation simplicity and low computational cost, as it only requires the solution of a linear ordinary differential equation at each terminal outlet. The key disadvantage of this method is the inherent difficulty in estimating the 0D model parameters in absence of local flow measurements at the outlets, in combination with the high sensitivity of the flow model output on these parameters. Recent studies have proposed iterative calibration procedures, in which the problem is solved multiple times until a set of parameters that yields a physiological solution is identified. 2, 15, 18 Despite their evident limitations, 0D models have been extensively used in the literature, 1, 2, 13, 23, 27 and results for accurately calibrated models have been successfully validated against in vivo measurements. 23 However, it seems that the obtained windkessel model parameters are not uniform for each arterial network and a calibration procedure has to be repeated to accommodate any network modifications.
An alternative closure model, first put forth by Olufsen et al., 19 considers modeling the downstream vasculature as a self-similar network of compliant arteries in which a linearized one-dimensional (1D) model is used to estimate the pressure outflow boundary condition as a function of the flowrate time history. The structure of the fractal arterial trees is motivated by the findings of Zamir et al., 29 while the elasticity parameters vary with the vessel's radius by fitting experimental measurements. The resulting outflow boundary condition is obtained by computing a convolution operator that relates pressure to flow time history at each of the outlets. Although this approach offers a more detailed representation of the downstream dynamics, it is known to be highly sensitive to the cut-off radius of the structured tree, 5 suggesting the need for a calibration procedure. Some other limitations of this method include the high number of simulation cycles required to reach a periodic flow state, the costly computation of the convolutions in every time-step, as well as the neglect of the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect in small arteries and arterioles, 21 and the viscoelastic response of the arterial wall. Recent advances have extended the use of the structured tree model to unsteady problems and explored the use of the Laplace transform to speed up the convergence to a periodic flow state. 6 In the case where flow measurements at the outlets are present, Grinberg and Karniadakis 13 have proposed a simple way of constructing a two-element 0D model that is able to reproduce the measured data in silico. According to Ref. 13 the time varying resistance parameters are derived from the measured flowrates, hence no calibration of the 0D model is required, and simulating 5-10% of a cardiac cycle is sufficient for the mass flow distribution to converge to the reference data.
In this work our main goal is to construct a robust model that eliminates parametric sensitivities and is able to provide a physiological closure to patient-specific hemodynamics simulations with a large number of outlets. We simulate the truncated network by constructing fractal networks of small arteries and arterioles with radii in the range ð10À500 lmÞ that bridge the gap between the outlets of a patient-specific domain and the capillary bed. We simulate hemodynamics using a fully nonlinear 1D solver that accounts for non-Newtonian flow effects and wall viscoelasticity. As this task requires us to resolve flow in networks of thousands to millions of arteries, we have scaled up a parallel 1D Discontinuous Galerkin solver to modern multi-core architectures, moving closer towards the capability of producing near real-time numerical solutions.
In ''Methods'' section we outline the nonlinear 1D closure model and highlight key implementation aspects. ''Results'' section elaborates on the simulation setup, the test cases considered and the main findings of this study. In particular, we address the flow sensitivity issue on the terminal cut-off radius and propose a way to eliminate it by introducing an ansatz on the vessel's length-to-radius ratio for small arterioles. Moreover, we study how the predicted hemodynamics is affected by the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect 21 in small arteries and arterioles, and by different choices of boundary conditions at the very distal outlets of the fractal domains. Finally, ''Discussion'' section summarizes our key findings and provides motivation on possible future thrusts of research.
METHODS

The 1D Model
We consider viscous incompressible 1D flow in a compliant tube (Fig. 1) . The flow dynamics is governed by a nonlinear hyperbolic system of partial differential equations that can be directly derived from the NavierStokes equations under the assumptions of axial sym-metry, dominance of the axial velocity component, radial displacements of the arterial wall, and constant internal pressure on each cross section. 9 The conservation of mass and momentum can be formulated in space-time ðA; UÞ variables as (see Sherwin et al. 24 for a detailed derivation) :
where x is the axial coordinate across the vessel's length, t is time, Aðx; tÞ is the cross-sectional area of the lumen, Uðx; tÞ is average axial fluid velocity, Qðx; tÞ ¼ AU is the mass flux, pðx; tÞ is the internal pressure averaged over the tube's cross-section, and K r is a friction parameter that depends on the velocity profile chosen. 24 Here we use an axisymmetric fluid velocity uðx; r; tÞ profile that satisfies the no-slip condition.
uðx; r; tÞ
with Rðx; tÞ being the lumen radius, f a constant, and r the radial coordinate. Following, 9 f ¼ 9 gives a good fit to experimental blood flow data and f ¼ 2 returns the parabolic flow profile. Moreover, U ¼ 1 R 2 R R 0 2rudr, and the friction parameter can be expressed as Sherwin et al. 24 ), with l being the blood viscosity that is a function of the lumen radius and the blood hematocrit, based on the findings of Pries et al.
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System (1) can be solved for ðA; UÞ after introducing a constitutive law for the arterial wall that relates the cross sectional area A to pressure p. 
where GðtÞ is a stress relaxation kernel and p e ðx; tÞ is the static elastic response of the tissue derived directly from the Laplace tube law 20 :
Here, p ext is the external pressure on the arterial wall, E is the Young modulus of the wall, h is the wall thickness, and m is the Poisson ratio. The convolution integral in Eq. (3) introduces a dependence on the cross sectional area time history, with the tissue model being determined by the choice of the stress relaxation kernel GðtÞ. Typically, one introduces a parametric representation of GðtÞ that fits given experimental measurements. In this work we have considered a stress relaxation function derived from a fractional-order Standard Linear Solid model 20 :
parametrized by the Young modulus E, the fractional order a, and the viscoelastic relaxation times {s ; s r }, while E a;b ðtÞ is a two parameter Mittag-Leffler function. 16 Arterial wall constitutive laws based on fractional calculus have been shown to provide a good fit to in vivo stress relaxation data, 7, 8 accounting for a continuum relaxation spectrum and exhibiting lower sensitivity on input parameters compared to integerorder models. 8, 20 The fractional order a 2 ½0; 1 controls the interplay between elastic energy storage and viscoelastic dissipation and its effect on hemodynamics is manifested by modulation of the propagating pressure waveform. 20 This wall model is able to capture the effects of viscoelastic hysteresis, creep and stress relaxation, although it does not account for non-linear tissue stiffening under high stress.
The system of equations in Eq. (1) can be recast in a conservative form as 24 :
where the viscoelastic component of the total pressure p v ðx; tÞ can be derived using Eqs. (3), (5) as 20 :
For the numerical solution of the above system we have adopted the Discontinuous Galerkin scheme first put forth by. 24 Spatial discretization consists of dividing each arterial domain X into Nel elemental non-overlapping regions. A continuous solution within each element is retrieved as a linear combination of orthogonal Legendre polynomials, while discontinuities may appear across elemental interfaces. Global continuity is restored by flux upwinding across elemental interfaces, bifurcations and junctions, with conservation of mass, continuity of Riemann invariants and continuity of the total pressure being ensured by the solution of a Riemann problem. 24 Finally, time integration is performed explicitly using a second-order accurate Adams-Bashforth scheme.
Fractal-Tree Closure Model
Here we build upon the structured tree framework first put forth by Olufsen et al. 19 and model downstream flow dynamics by structured trees that aim to bridge the geometric scale gap between outlets with diameters of OðcmÞ and the small arterioles that enter the capillary network OðlmÞ. This approach is motivated by the findings of Zamir et al. 29 and Cassot et al, 3 which indicate that branching patterns of arteries in the meso-vascular regime resemble fractal laws as follows. A parent vessel of radius r 0 bifurcates into two daughter vessels with r 1 ¼ dr 0 ; r 2 ¼ br 0 , where
Starting from an outlet with radius r 0 , the resulting fractal-tree is uniquely determined by the parametric set of {r cut ; L=r; d; b; c; z}, where L=r is the length over radius ratio of each vessel and r cut is the terminal cut-off radius of the tree (see Fig. 2 ), b; d are the parent-daughter radius ratios, c quantifies the asymmetry of the network, and z is a power law exponent that describes the fluid flow distribution from parent to daughter vessels at each bifurcation. 3, 29 Of these parameters, only r cut may be considered as user input, while the rest may be estimated from medical imaging either in a patient-specific setting or based on population samples. Although d; b; c and z seem to be independent of location in the arterial tree, 3, 26, 29 the length to radius ratio L=r exhibits a local character, varying significantly among different organs and typically taking values within the range L=r ¼ 10À60. 29 The choice of these parameters determines the size of the generated fractal-tree, and, therefore, the total downstream resistance experienced by each outlet.
The elastic property of the arterial wall is estimated using the experimental fit put forth by Olufsen et al. 19 that relates the Young's modulus times the thickness of the arterial wall with the vessel radius (see Fig. 3 in Ref. 19 ). This is the exact relation that has been employed in our work for r>500 lm, where the curve gives a good fit to the observed experimental data. However, for r<500 lm the exponential fit becomes singular as the vessel radius approaches 0. This singularity results to unrealistic predictions, as it implies that small arteries become exponentially stiffer with decreasing radius. To overcome this limitation, we have assumed that vessels with r<500 lm have the same elastic modulus, set to the value predicted by Olufsen's law for r ¼ 500 lm, corresponding to a threshold value of Eh=r 0 ¼ 7:35 Â 10 6 g=sec 2 =cm. Although this choice is arbitrary, we believe it is realistic as small arteries and arterioles are not known to exhibit mechanical responses that may differ by up to 2 orders of magnitude, as predicted from Olufsen's fit for r AEAE 500 lm.
Implementation Aspects
In this work we model flow dynamics in the fractal network using the non-linear conservation law in Eq.
(1). This allows us to simulate unsteady blood flow in arterial networks spanning multiple spatial scales, to naturally account for the vascular resistance of the arteriolar regime, as well as to resolve the systemic pressure drop, most of which is known to occur at the level of arterioles. 17 Moreover, we are able to consider important non-Newtonian flow effects in small arteries and arterioles, as well as to include the effects of wall viscoelasticity. From the implementation perspective, this approach introduces a computational challenge as the resulting arterial network may consist of millions of degrees of freedom, mandating the need for efficient numerical methods and algorithms.
As the cut-off radius is decreased networks consisting of millions of arteries are generated, rendering simulation a non-trivial task. Here, we address this computational challenge by developing a parallel solver based on hybrid programming paradigm that utilizes the MPI and OpenMP libraries, allowing us to decompose the problem among multiple compute nodes as well as explore intra-node parallelism via multithreading. This approach allowed us to scale up our 1D blood flow solver on the IBM Blue Gene/Q architecture and integrate Eq. (1) at the rate of 10 À8 s per vessel, per time-step. Based on our experience in simulating 1D flow in networks of thousands to millions arteries, about 100-150 of modern CPUs are adequate for simulating one cardiac cycle in about 5 min. We also envision that further reduction in required CPU time is possible by performing code optimization and scaling to larger number of CPUs.
Case Studies and Simulation Setup Flow in the Circle of Willis (CoW)
For our first test case we consider a large patientspecific network consisting of the 50 largest arteries in the human brain, see Fig. 2 . The data was obtained at the Department of Neurosurgery at Children's Hospital, Boston MA, USA. First, the 3D geometry was reconstructed from high-resolution magnetic resonance images (MRI) using an ''in house'' developed software package, and then, the 1D domain was extracted from the centerlines of the 3D vasculature. Consequently, the 1D representation preserves the mean diameter and length of each of the 3D segments, while omitting curvature as well as bifurcation and junction branching angle information. The exact dimensions and elasticity parameters of each arterial segment, as well as details of the reconstruction process are given in. 11 The nonlinear 1D blood flow system (Eq. (1)) is solved in the patient-specific parent network (50 cranial arteries) and the fractal trees attached to each one of the 21 outlets.
The network has 4 inlets (see Fig. 2 ): the two internal carotid (ICA) and two vertebral (VA) arteries, where we apply accurate PC-MRI flowrate measurements. 11 To ensure stability we have chosen a very small time-step Dt ¼ 10 À6 s due to the high polynomial order (ranging between 3-7 depending on the vessel's length) and the viscoelastic dissipation introduced by the arterial wall response modeled using Eq. (7) with a ¼ 1 (integer-order Standard Linear Solid model). The elasticity parameters are taken from, 11 
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Flow in a Detailed Network of the Arm
For our second test case we consider a detailed arterial representation of the arm based on the work of Watanabe et al. 27 This network consists of 246 arteries with 105 terminal outlets, 124 bifurcation points, 18 merging junctions and 85 perforator vessels 27 (see Fig. 3 27 Flow is driven by imposing a physiological flowrate waveform at the inlet of the axillary artery based on information available in the medical literature. 27 Similarly, the 1D flow equations (Eq. (1)) are solved treating the parent arm network (276 arteries) and the fractal trees attached to each one of the 103 outlets, as a whole.
In both the arm and cranial cases we have imposed absorbing wave outflow boundary conditions at all distal outlets of the fractal-trees by setting the corresponding Riemann invariant to zero. Blood viscosity is variable in space with the vessel's radius according to the experimental fits of Pries et al., 21 while the blood hematocrit is considered constant and equal to 0.45. The initial conditions are ðA; U; pÞ t¼0 ¼ ðA 0 ; 0; p ext Þ, and discretization parameters are chosen such that the computed solution does not depend on further resolution refinement.
Starting from each outlet of the of the parent CoW or arm network and given a user specified cut-off radius, we construct several generations of asymmetrically bifurcating fractal-trees. The trees are parametrized by {r cut ; L=r ¼ 50; d ¼ 0:9; b ¼ 0:6; c ¼ 0:41; z ¼ 2:76}, following the values suggested by Zamir et al. 29 In Table 1 we report the size of the resulting arterial network as well as the average number of generations attached to the parent domain for both the CoW and arm cases.
RESULTS
In this section we present the main findings of our study. First, we demonstrate the well known issue of sensitivity on the cut-off radius of the fractal-trees, 5 and propose an effective way of eliminating it by introducing an ansatz for selecting the length-to-radius ratio of the generated small arteries and arterioles. Second, we study two different blood rheology models in order to address the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect 21 in small arteries and arterioles and quantify its effect on hemodynamics. Last, we present results on the effect of imposing different types of outflow boundary conditions at the distal outlets of fractal-trees.
Model Sensitivity on the Cut-Off Radius
Results of the first set of simulations with fixed L=r ratio are shown in Fig. 4 , The numerical solution is obtained using fractal-trees parametrized by the values suggested in. 29 Pressure and flow rate waves are probed at the midpoint of the basilar (CoW case) and radial (arm case) arteries, respectively, demonstrating the high sensitivity on the choice of the cut-off radius. In particular, although the model predicts a consistent flow distribution and pressure drop across the arterial network, the computed pressure wave has a nonphysiological magnitude, with the systolic pressure exceeding 200 mmHg as the cut-off radius is decreased. This observation is in agreement with the results reported by Olufsen et al., 19 Steele et al., 25 and Cousins et al., 5, 6 highlighting the main drawback of structured tree-type outflow boundary conditions. A justification of this inconsistency can be given based on the fact that as we decrease the cut-off radius, we greatly increase the size of the generated fractal-trees, leading to a potential overestimation of the total downstream resistance experienced by the outlets of the parent network.
Overcoming the Cut-Off Radius Sensitivity
One possible solution is to terminate the fractal-tree once the total volume of the generated network reaches a target value that is based on measuring (or estimating) the arterial fraction of the total blood volume considered. This approach can be applied for the CoW case as follows. First, we assume an estimate for the cerebral blood volume of about 120 mL. 22 Then, following the findings of Ito et al., 14 we take the true arterial fraction of the cerebral blood volume to be about 30%. Using this estimate we can compute the target arterial volume as 120 Â 30% % 35 mL. The main drawback of this approach is that it lacks generality as the suggested termination criterion is only applicable for cases where an estimate of the blood volume and its corresponding arterial fraction at the region of interest is known.
Another possible solution is to adopt a tiered approach for selecting the parameters that govern the structure of fractal-trees, allowing {L=r; d; b; c; z} to vary with the vessel's radius based on experimental The average number of generations is calculated by averaging over all terminal outlets of the parent network.
data. 26 This approach was successfully employed by Steele et al. 25 and Cousins, 4-6 although it was reported to be case dependent, potentially leading to inconsistencies if no model calibration is performed. 4 While our own experience confirms these findings, here we focus our study on testing an alternative way of selecting the length to radius ratio L=r that can effectively eliminate the sensitivity on the cut-off radius and produce physiologically correct results for patientspecific networks without the need of model calibration. To this end, we consider {d; b; c; z} to be constant across the tree, while introducing the ansatz that the L=r ratio is a linearly decreasing function once the radius becomes smaller than a given threshold r ? (see Fig. 5 ).
In Fig. 6 we present simulation results where the fractal-trees were generated using the proposed ansatz for the L=r ratio and no prior model calibration was performed. The solution is probed at the same spatial locations, namely the midpoint of the basilar (CoW case) and radial (arm case) arteries, respectively. For the CoW case, we have chosen a threshold of r ? ¼ 150 lm, as this value generates a network that matches the target volume of 35 mL for a cut-off radius r cut ¼ 30 lm (see Fig. 5 ). We observe that as the cut-off radius is decreased, the propagated flow and pressure waves converge to a physiologically correct plateau. This convergence is best quantified by computing the relative error of the pressure wave between cases with different cut-off radii and a reference case (see Table  inscribed in Fig. 6 ). We also confirm that these results can be also reproduced if we assumed a constant L=r ratio and terminated the fractal-trees once the target volume of 35 mL is reached (r cut ¼ 60 lm, see Fig. 5 ).
For the arm case, there does not exist (to our knowledge) an estimate for neither the blood volume nor for the arterial fraction of the blood volume. Hence, for this case, no estimate for the target volume can be computed, and r ? needs to be tuned by the user in order for the model to return physiologically correct results. Moreover, pressure wave propagation is expected to be sensitive to the choice of r ? , hence a calibration procedures is needed to obtain physiologically sound results. Although this is a limitation of the proposed framework, we believe that it is not a major one as only a single parameter, r ? , needs to be calibrated. On the contrary, if one wishes to employ the most widely used lumped closure model, the 3-element windkessel, immediately faces the problem of calibrating 206 resistance and capacitance parameters (the parent network consists of 276 arteries and 103 outlets). 23, 27, 28 Consequently, here we have chosen a L=r relation with a threshold radius of r ? ¼ 500 lm (see Fig. 5 ). Similarly, the flowrate and pressure waves converge to a plateau solution that is no longer sensitive on further decreasing the cut-off radius r cut (see Fig. 6 ). Here, although the predicted waveforms are able to reproduce a physiological flow distribution, pressure drop and key wave propagation features such as the dicrotic and the anacrotic notch (see Fig. 7 ), the computed pressure exceeds the physiologically correct range. This is because the arm network (courtesy of Pablo J. Blanco, LLNC 27 ) is not patient-specific but has been meticulously constructed from anatomical references available in the medical community, and our choice of r ? ¼ 500 lm was an approximation. Specifically, this network is missing several outlets that need to be considered if we hope to compute a physiologically correct pressure wave without the need of several iterations of a model calibration procedure.
The Fahraeus-Lindqvist Effect
In order to accurately model blood flow in small arteries and arterioles (50 lm r 500 lm), one needs to take into account the dependence of the apparent blood viscosity on the hematocrit and the vessel's radius (the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect 21 ). Here, we have performed two sets of simulations considering the cases of constant blood viscosity (Newtonian flow) vs. radius-dependent viscosity (non-Newtonian flow) using the model proposed by Pries et al. 21 The model is derived from experimental data obtained at high shear rates (! 50 s À1 ) and provides a clear correlation between blood viscosity in straight tubes, tube diameter and blood hematocrit.
Our findings indicate that the effect of non-Newtonian rheology is primarily manifested in the propagation of the pressure wave. In Fig. 7 we present computed pressure waves using the L=r ansatz at the left internal carotid artery (CoW case, r ? ¼ 150 lm) and the axillary artery (arm case, r ? ¼ 500 lm). In both cases the fractal-trees are terminated at r cut ¼ 20 lm, and the solutions have converged to a plateau where they are no longer sensitive to further decreasing the cut-off radius. We observe that modeling blood as a Newtonian fluid has a significant effect on pressure wave propagation, resulting to an effective stiffening of the arterial wall response that leads to an upward shift of the pressure wave, pushing the predicted values away from the physiological range. On the other hand, the radius-depended viscosity model returned a physiologically correct solution, highlighting the fact that capturing non-Newtonian blood behavior is crucial for correctly modeling hemodynamics in small arteries and arterioles. Our results highlight that different rheology models may result to significantly different predictions far upstream in the network due to the cumulative effect of the large arteriolar networks modeled by the fractal tree. 
Effect of Distal Outflow Boundary Conditions
The generated fractal arterial networks typically contain tens of thousands of distal outlets for which we need to provide a proper outflow boundary condition. Here, we demonstrate that the choice of the prescribed outflow boundary condition has minor effects on the predicted hemodynamics. To this end, we have considered three different types: absorbing wave, constant pressure, and 3-element windkessel boundary conditions. Absorbing conditions are applied by zeroing out the incoming Riemann invariant at the outflow boundary interface, ensuring that no wave reflections will occur. The use of constant pressure boundary conditions is primarily motivated by the fact that the pulsatility of the flow fades out as we approach the capillary bed (arterioles with radius r<30 lm), and estimates for the pressure values at these locations do exist in the medical literature. 17 Another possibility is to use simple 3-element windkessel models, consisting of a resistor in parallel with a resistor and capacitor (RCR), with the RCR parameters being roughly estimated based the total resistance of the constructed network and the target pressure values at the outlet. 1 Note that due to very small variation of flowrate at terminals of the fractal network the RCR models becomes effectively the resistance model, i.e., the pressure-flowrate relation can be accurately estimated from P ¼ R total Q.
In Fig. 8 we present the computed flowrate and pressure waveforms at representative locations for the CoW and arm networks. In both cases we have used the suggested L=r ansatz (CoW: r ? ¼ 150 lm, arm: r ? ¼ 500 lm), with the fractal-trees being terminated at r cut ¼ 30 lm. The target pressure for the constant pressure and 3-element windkessel boundary conditions was set to 20 mmHg, a representative value for small arterioles. 17 Our results indicate that both the mass flow distribution as well as the local pressure waves converge to a periodic state after two cardiac cycles (starting from zero-flow initial conditions) and show very low sensitivity to the choice of distal outflow boundary conditions. This observation advocates one of the key advantages of the proposed closure model as it seems to effectively eliminate uncertainties in outflow boundary conditions for hemodynamics.
DISCUSSION
We have proposed an outflow closure model for blood flow simulations in large arterial networks, with our main goal being to obtain physiological flow predictions while reducing parametric sensitivities and circumventing costly calibration procedures. The model is based on resolving flow in self-similar networks of millions of small arteries and arterioles that are attached on-the-fly to a given parent vascular network of larger systemic arteries. To our knowledge, this is the first time that nonlinear 1D blood flow simulations have been performed in arterial networks of this size.
While the proposed model minimizes the overall time to accurate solution, it requires facilitation of parallel computers and a scalable solver. At the same time the number of processors (CPU cores) required for reasonable time-to-solution is still very low (less than 1000). This contribution is vital as, not only it allowed simulating trees with hundreds of thousand of arteries in the present work, but it opens the path to addressing many interesting open questions in computational hemodynamics. For instance, the proposed computational framework may be combined with flow and pressure measurements towards solving inverse problems (such as estimating material properties of the arterial wall, estimating the total volume of an arterial tree, etc). We have suggested a way of addressing cut-off radius sensitivities by introducing a radius-dependent length-to-radius ratio for small arterioles, controlled by a threshold parameter, r
? . This ansatz led to flow predictions that gradually converge to a plateau solution as the cutoff radius is decreased, overcoming cutoff radius sensitivities previously reported for the structured tree outflow boundary condition. 5 Our proposed fractal closure model was thoroughly tested for two realistic cases of blood flow in the Circle of Willis and a detailed network of the arm vasculature. For the CoW case, where the parent network is patient-specific and the fractal model parameters are set according to a target volume estimate, the proposed model returns physiologically correct results without any user intervention or prior calibration. The key point here is that the volume constraint can be achieved without performing any simulation based optimization (as opposed to tuning to match imposed/ measured data), leading to significant savings in computation. Moreover, the volume constraint fits well the spirit of the structured tree as it has a physiological basis and enables the study of cases where having a physiologically correct tree is very important (for e.g., heterogeneous autoregulation).
For the arm case, the parent arm network is notpatient specific and a number of outlets may be missing. Moreover, a target volume estimate cannot be readily extracted from the literature, hence the threshold parameter r ? needs to be tuned. The main advantage of tuning r ? vs. merely tuning a constant L=r ratio, is that the resulting model exhibits very low sensitivity on the cut-off radius r cut as well as on the outflow boundary conditions used. The important lesson we learned here is that, in the absence of estimates for arterial blood volume in the truncated network, the convergence of flow and pressure waveforms with respect to the cut-off radius can still be obtained.
One limitation of the proposed method is the potential sensitivity on r ? for cases where a target volume estimate is not available. Although this introduces the need for calibration of r ? , we believe that the proposed framework is still viable as it only requires tuning of a single parameter, in contrast to tuning hundreds of resistance and capacitance parameters needed for the RCR model. Another practical limitation of the suggested methodology stems from the computational cost of solving the nonlinear flow equations in networks with hundreds of thousands of arteries. Such computations can be currently performed in a reasonable time only by utilizing computer clusters with a few hundreds of modern CPUs.
An immediate goal arising from this study is to apply the developed closure model for three-dimensional simulations of a blood flow in compliant arteries. That requires developing stable interface condition between the 3D and the 1D solvers and efficient coupling of the two parallel solvers. Another future thrust is to leverage on the robustness and scalability of the developed solver to address open problems in biomedicine, such as constructing global circulation models, performing high dimensional uncertainty quantification studies, as well as parameter estimation in inverse problems.
